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Motion transition of active filaments: rotation
without hydrodynamic interactions

Huijun Jiang and Zhonghuai Hou*

We investigate the dynamics of an active semiflexible filament in a bead–rod model involving dynamically

the hydrodynamic interaction (HI), active force, filament flexibility and viscous drag. We find that the

filament can show three distinct types of motion, namely, translation, snaking and rotation, with the

variation of the rigidity or active force. The transition from translation to snaking is continuous and

mainly due to transverse instability, while the snaking–rotation transition is first-order like and shown to

result from a type of symmetry breaking associated with the shape kinematics. Of particular interest, we

find that HI is not necessary for the rotation or snaking motion, but can enlarge remarkably the

parameter regions in which they can occur. Combining with local collisions, we show that, for the

parameter region where HI is essential for the maintenance of rotation curvature of a single filament, HI

is also essential for the emergence of collective vortexes. Thus, our findings provide new insights into

the subtle role of HI in the formation of collective structures in active systems.
1 Introduction

Collective behaviors emerging spontaneously in active systems,
ranging from ocks of birds and schools of sh to self-propelled
catalytic nanoparticles and microorganisms, have attracted
rapidly increasing attention. In this regard, motility assays
where semiexible laments are driven to slide over a bed of
myosin molecular motors now receive great research interest
due to their easy implement in vitro and sufficient parameter
control.1–5

Several recent experiments have revealed that active la-
ments can self-organize into fascinating coherently moving
structures, such as propagating density waves and vortexes.1,2

Interestingly, conicting viewpoints about the formation
mechanism of vortexes have been drawn by two similar motility
assay experiments. The collective motion of actin laments
driven by meromyosin was studied by Volker Schaller et al.1 The
authors believed that the hydrodynamic interaction (HI) is
essential for the formation of vortexes by comparing collective
motions in experiments with those in cellular automata simu-
lations. In contrast, Yutaka Sumino et al. investigated the vortex
formation of microtubules driven by dynein c,2 wherein the
authors argued that HI is not necessary for the formation of
vortexes. By the analysis of the motion of a single lament and
collisions between laments in very low lament density, they
believed that the intrinsic property of a single microtubule to
maintain the smoothness and curvature of its rotation
tional Laboratory for Physical Sciences at

hnology of China, Hefei, Anhui 230026,
trajectory, combined with aligning interactions induced by the
local collision of microtubules, is the very reason for the vortex
formation. In addition, they also pointed out that such a
persistence of smooth rotation motion is the consequence of
that each single lament has a relatively large number (about
100) of motors attached on it, and thus is driven by a large
active force.

These two experiments present a very attractive topic on how
a collective vortex structure emerges, especially what is the real
role of HI in the formation process. It is noted that the emer-
gence of collective vortexes is a multiscale process, involving
the motion of a single lament with intra-lament interactions
and the collective movement of multi-laments with inter-
lament interactions. HI may affect self-organization of
vortexes at different scales, for example, the maintenance of
rotation curvature at the single-lament scale, lament–la-
ment interactions at the multi-lament scale, or even interac-
tions between clusters of laments. As a rst step towards the
theoretical study of the formation mechanism of vortexes, a
thorough investigation of the motion of a single active lament
is required to provide insights for the maintenance of rotation
curvature and to understand the role of HI at the single-la-
ment level.

In this paper, we investigate the movement of a single active
lament based on a simple theoretical model involving the HI,
active force, lament exibility, and viscous drag dynamically.
We nd that the lament can show three distinct types of
spontaneous motion, namely, translation (T), snaking (S) and
rotation (R): as the rigidity (denoted by the parameter k)
decreases, the lament undergoes a transition from T to S at
k¼ k1 and then to R at k# k2. We show that the T–S transition at
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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k1 is due to the instability of transverse movement, and the S–R
transition at k2 results from symmetry breaking associated with
the shape kinematics. Scaling analysis near k1 and a qualitative
linear stability analysis of the translation suggest a continuous
transition via a supercritical bifurcation, while a bistable char-
acter in the vicinity of k2 indicates a rst-order-like transition.
Similar motion transitions are also found as the active force
increases. Of particular interest, we nd that rotation can be
observed without HI, but the parameter region for its appear-
ance is signicantly enlarged if HI takes effect. Consequently, a
lament driven by larger force is more likely to show rotation,
while HI can help one driven by smaller force to rotate.
Furthermore, collective behaviors are directly investigated by
considering only intra-lament HI and local collisions of la-
ments. For laments driven by small forces, vortexes emerge
only if HI is taken into account. These ndings thus provide a
possible explanation at the single-lament level for the
controversial points proposed above and also new insights into
the subtle role of HI in active systems.
2 Model and method

Usually, the dynamics of the active lament is governed by low
Reynolds number hydrodynamics, where viscous effects domi-
nate and inertial effects are negligible.6 It involves the active
driving by motor proteins walking on the lament, which
convert chemical energy into work and generate active force. So
far, several theoretical models have been proposed to describe
the active lament, which may be grouped into two main types.
In models of the rst type, the lament is described by using a
continuum elasticity approximation, which allows an elegant
theoretical analysis of its shape kinematics.7–10 Interestingly,
depending on different end boundary conditions, motions such
as lament undulation (buckling) or rotation are found.9,10 For
other types of models, one mainly focuses on the effects of HI,
but with simple well-controlled shape kinematics4 or (partially)
xed lament shapes.11 These models either neglect the shape
kinematics of each lament segment, which should arise
spontaneously by the interaction between the driving, lament
exibility, and viscous drag,12 or miss the HI effect, both of
which should be considered to study the spontaneousmotion of
a lament, especially the effect of HI on it.

In our study, the lament is modeled as a chain of N beads
with positions ri connected by N � 1 rigid rods as shown in
Fig. 1, interacting through a potential given by
Fig. 1 Bead-rod model of the active filament.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
Uðr1;/; rNÞ ¼
XN�2

i¼1

UBðvi; viþ1Þ þ 1

2

XN
i; j¼1; jsi

ULJ
�
ri � rj

�
; (1)

which will lead to a force �vU/vri to the ith bead. Herein, the

three-body bending potential UBðvi; viþ1Þ ¼ 1
2

�k
p

�
qi

2, with bond

vectors vi¼ ri+1� ri and k to measure the lament rigidity, tends
to keep the angle qi between vi and vi+1 close to its equilibrium
value of zero. The Lennard-Jones repulsive potential

ULJðri � rjÞ ¼ 4x

(
2a
rij

� �12

� 2a
rij

� �6
)

þ x, which exists only if

the distance between beads rij ¼ |ri � rj| is less than 2
ffiffiffi
26

p
a (a is

the bead radius), accounts for the exclusive volume effects.
Besides the potential U, the bead positions are constrained by
the rigid rods which are assumed to be inextensible. Such rigid
constraints are realized in the present work by the so-called
FENE-Fraenkel (FF) spring with the force given by13

FspðvÞ ¼ Hð|v|� v0Þ
1� ð|v|� v0Þ2=ðv0dÞ2

v

|v|
; for ð1� dÞ\ |v|

v0
\ð1þ dÞ; (2)

where H (usually very large) is the spring constant and d is the
extensibility parameter that denes the maximum possible
departure of the spring length from its natural value v0. The use
of this particular type of spring avoids the complexity intro-
duced by other algorithms like SHAKE-HI14 and facilitates the
use of a relatively large simulation time step. Consequently, the
force that is exerted by the FF-springs on bead i is given by
Fsp,bi ¼ Fsp(vi) � Fsp(vi�1).

In experiments, the laments are driven by molecular
motors binding to them. The motors slide along a lament and
propel it to the opposite direction. Detailed models taking into
account explicitly the number and positions of motors have
been proposed to study the motion of rod-like laments.4 In the
stationary state, the active force nearly balances the friction
force, leading to a nearly constant speed as also observed in
experiments. Assuming homogeneous distribution of motors
on the surface, it is reasonable to suggest that the active force on
the unit length of the lament can be viewed as a constant.
Using this approximation, we assume that each bond vj is
subject to a constant force a along its direction, i.e., Fdr(vj) ¼ av̂j
with v̂j ¼ vj/|vj|. Accordingly, the active force on bead i is then
Fdr,bi ¼ Fdr(vi) + Fdr(vi�1).

Taking into account the interaction potential, bond
constraints and active driven forces given above, the time
evolution of the bead positions ri(t) is then governed by the
following over-damped Langevin equation with HI included,

r
:

iðtÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

mij

�
rij
�	� vUðr1;/; rNÞ

vrj
þ F

sp;b
j þ Fdr;b

j



þ 2iðtÞ: (3)

Herein, HI between two different beads i and j is implemented
via the Ronte–Prager–Yamakawa mobility tensor15,16

mij ¼ m0

	
3

4
ar�1

ij ð1þ r̂ij r̂ijÞ þ 1

2
a3r�3

ij ð1� 3r̂ij r̂ijÞ


; ðisj; r$ 2aÞ

(4a)
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Fig. 2 (a) Order parameterQ (time-average velocity of the center-of-
mass) as a function of rigidity k, showing transition between three
types of filament motion. Insets: typical trajectories for translation
(k/103 ¼ 8), snaking (k/103 ¼ 4) and rotation (k/103 ¼ 1.5). (b) Scaling
behavior near the translation–snaking transition point k1. The simula-
tion result can be well fitted by a line with slope 0.48 (c) mixed-type of
active filament motion observed near the snaking–rotation transition
point k2.
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mij ¼ m0

"�
1� 9

32

rij

a

�
1þ 3

32

rij r̂ij r̂ij

a

#
: ðisj; r# 2aÞ (4b)

The self-mobility of bead i is given by mii ¼ m01 with m0 ¼
1/(6pha) and h being the viscosity of the aqueous solvent. 1
denotes the three-dimensional unit matrix and r̂iĵrij is the outer
product of the normalized vectors r̂ij ¼ rij/rij. z(t) models the
random force from the heat bath and obeys the uctuation–
dissipation theorem hzi(t)zj(t0)i ¼ 2kBT0mijd(t � t0) with kB being
the Boltzmann constant and T0 being the temperature. Since
the lament is xed on a plane, in simulations, we set the z-axis
of Cartesian coordinates to be perpendicular to the plane at z ¼
0, i.e., all the positions of the beads are r ¼ (x, y, 0). Since the
lament is xed in a plane, forces along the z-axis are always
considered to be in equilibrium. Thus, the model we proposed
describes a two-dimensional dynamics with three-dimensional
hydrodynamics. We discretize eqn (3) with time step D, and an
implicit predictor–corrector method is employed to realize the
rod-length constraint as described in detail in ref. 13. The noise
terms are numerically implemented by using Cholesky decom-
position. We rescale the length, time and energy by 2a, D and x,
respectively, and thus the dimensionless self-mobility is ~m0 ¼
m0xD/(2a)

2. In experiments, stable directed movement of active
laments is observed, implying that the time scale for rotational
diffusion of the rodlike lament is much larger than the one for
a clear observation of the lament motion. In simulations,
similar time-scale separation can be observed by taking kBT0 ¼
x/100. Other parameters are v0/(2a)¼ 2, N¼ 10 (thus L/(2a)¼ 18)
and a/103 ¼ 4 if not otherwise stated. All the output results are
generated by simulations for total time steps Ttot > 107.
3 Results

Firstly, we are interested in how the lament motion depends
on the exibility for a xed active force. Typically, three types of
motion are observed in different parameter regions of k as
outlined in Fig. 2(a). When the lament is rigid enough, say k >
k1, both the shape and trajectory of the lament are straight
lines. This translation motion (T) loses its stability for k < k1,
where the lament snakes along a straight direction. With
further decreasing k, the snaking motion (S) suddenly becomes
unstable at a certain k2, where the lament starts to rotate
around a circle (rotation motion, R). To characterize these three
distinct modes of motion, we introduce an order parameter Q as
follows:

Q ¼ 1

C0Ttot

����
ð

Ttot

0

R
:

CMdt

����; (5)

where _RCM denotes the center-of-mass velocity of the lament,
Ttot is the total simulation time, and C0 is the speed of the
translation motion. According to this denition, Q equals to 1
for translation, 0 for the rotation, and a value in between for
snaking. Q as a function of k is also shown in Fig. 2(a), where
two transition points at k1/10

3x 6.0 and k2/10
3x 1.9 are clearly

presented. The T–S transition at k1 looks continuous, while the
S–R transition at k2 is more likely to be of rst-order
1014 | Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 1012–1017
(discontinuous). To check the former, we have performed
scaling analysis near k1. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the dependence
of log|(Q� Q1)/Q1| on log|(k � k1)/k1|, where Q1 is the value of Q
at k1, can be well tted by a line with slope 0.48. This implies
that the snaking motion may arise from instability of trans-
lation via a supercritical bifurcation.9 In close vicinity of k2,
however, we observed a mixed type of motion as shown in
Fig. 2(c). The lament seems to jump randomly from snaking to
rotation and back to snaking repeatedly. This observation
suggests a bistable nature near k2, which supports the existence
of a rst-order like transition there.

To elucidate the underlying mechanisms of these two tran-
sitions, we have investigated how the shape kinematics changes
for different types of motion, which is represented by the
departure of the moving direction of an individual bead (for
example, the rst bead) from that of the center-of-mass. Clearly,
for translation, the angle 4 between _r1 and _RCM is nearly zero,
and so are the angles qi (the angle between the adjacent bonds vi
and vi+1) shown in Fig. 1. We thusmay investigate the stability of
the T-motion against the active force and the exibility, by
accounting for the dynamics of qi. To this end, we take the three
adjacent beads shown in Fig. 1 for a simple qualitative illus-
tration. Ignoring the HI, the force that tends to enlarge qi results
from the active driving acting on the center bead (the i + 1 bead)
and is proportional to a sin qi, while that tends to reduce qi is
given by the bending force applied on the side bead (the i + 2
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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bead) and reads kqi/p. Approximately, one may write _qi f

a sin qi � kqi/p. It is easy to check that the solution qi ¼ 0 of
this equation, corresponding to the T-motion, loses its linear
stability when k # ap. This may provide a reasonable explana-
tion for the transition at k1, though the exact value does not
coincide. For the S-motion, the angles qi and also 4 should not
be zero anymore, and it is hard to write simple dynamic equa-
tions for them. Numerically, we nd that 4 shows a symmetric
bimodal distribution with two sharp peaks at relatively large
deviations from zero, as demonstrated in Fig. 3(a). The distance
between the two peaks increases continuously from 0 (the
vertical line) with decreasing k from k1, in agreement with
the continuous transition features. For k # k2, however, this
symmetric distribution of 4 is broken as shown in Fig. 3(c).
Apparently, the angle 4 gets biased to more negative values here
(for clockwise rotation) for smaller k. This particular symmetry
breaking regarding the shape kinematics of the lament is in
coincidence with a rst-order like transition at k2. A theoretical
model that analytically accounts for this symmetry-breaking
transition should certainly help, however, it is not available
at the present stage and also beyond the main scope of the
present study.

The above studies evidently show that rotation can be a
spontaneous motion for a single exible lament. Nevertheless,
all the results so far are obtained from the simulation of eqn (3),
where HI has already been explicitly considered. In a recent
paper,5 although using a different model, the authors empha-
sized that HI is essential for an active lament to rotate. It is
therefore rather interesting for us to investigate the very role of
HI in the occurrence of rotation, as well as the transition
behaviors shown in Fig. 2. Note that in our simulation, HI can
be conveniently turned off by setting all the off-diagonal
elements of the mobility tensor to be zero, i.e., mij¼ 0 for is j in
Fig. 3 Distribution of the angle 4 betweenmoving direction of the first
bead and that of the center-of-mass, for snaking (a and b) and rotation
((c) for clockwise and (d) for anticlockwise)). Results with HI are shown
in (a) and (c), while those without HI are in (b) and (d). The active force
without HI is set to be a/103 ¼ 12. The vertical bar in (a) shows the
distribution of 4 for translation.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
eqn (3). Interestingly, the three types of lament motion and
motion transitions can also be found even if the HI is excluded.
The distributions of the angle 4 for lament motions without
HI are also presented in Fig. 3(b) and (d). A similar symmetric
bimodal distribution with two sharp peaks is found for the
S-motion, and a symmetric-broken distribution in which the
angle 4 prefers more positive values (for anticlockwise rotation)
appears for the R-motion. These ndings indicate that the
lament motion transitions originate from the same underlying
mechanisms no matter HI is present or not.

In order to understand the similarity of transitions with and
without HI as well as the role played by the friction, we now look
back at the over-damped dynamical equation eqn (3). It can be
found that the friction (i.e., the mobility tensor in the over-
damped dynamics) takes effect as a coefficient matrix. For the
non-HI case, the coefficients of the beads are the same unit
matrix, while they are different when HI is present. Again,
taking the three adjacent beads in Fig. 1 as an example, the
forces that affect the change of the angle are the active force
acting on the center bead and the bending force acting on the
side bead. Hence, the HI induced differences of the coefficient
matrix can lead to effective forces larger or smaller than the
corresponding real ones. According to the aforementioned
instability analysis, this will result in a change of the transition
boundary (which will be validated in what follows) but not the
underlying mechanism.

We have performed extensive simulations to get the phase
diagram of the lament motion with HI in the a–k plane as
shown in Fig. 4(a). With increasing activity a, both k1 (T–S
boundary) and k2 (S–R boundary) increase linearly. This indi-
cates that a larger active force is required for a less-exible
lament to snake or rotate, which sounds reasonable because a
Fig. 4 Phase diagrams of filament motion. Parameters a, k and L
represent the active force, filament rigidity and filament length,
respectively. Results with HI are shown in (a) and (c), while those
without HI are in (b) and (d). T, S, and R stand for translation, snaking,
and rotation, respectively. L ¼ 18 in (a) and (b) and a/103 ¼ 4 in (c) and
(d). Note that the range of a in (b) is much larger than in (a).

Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 1012–1017 | 1015
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rigid lament tends to move straightly and a strong active force
may lead to its transverse instability in a friction environment.
The linear dependence between k1 and a agrees with the simple
analysis described in the last paragraph, while the reasoning
behind that regarding k2 and a remains open. In Fig. 4(b), the
phase diagram similar to that in Fig. 4(a), but without HI, is
presented. Importantly, we nd that the rotation motion can
still be observed, but the parameter range for it (dark region) is
much smaller compared to that in Fig. 4(a). This demonstrates
that HI is not necessary for the rotation of a lament, but rather
can enhance considerably the parameter region for observing
it. We have also investigated how the lament motion depends
on its length L. The phase diagrams in the L�k plane for xed
a ¼ 4 are shown in Fig. 4(c) and (d), with and without HI,
respectively. Clearly, the T–S and S–R transition behaviors are
robust to the lament length. Again, the parameter regions for
snaking and rotation are considerably enlarged when HI is
present.
4 Discussion

To gure out whether the intra-lament HI effects on single
lament motion are sufficient to provide possible under-
standing of the controversial points proposed in the beginning
of the paper, we now investigate the emergence of collective
structures from many laments by assuming the same local
collisions as in ref. 2. There, the authors observed aligning
interactions between colliding laments, and thus they estab-
lished a theoretical model with such local collisions to investi-
gate the collective behaviors. Here, a similar many-lament
model is proposed to describe the dynamics of M interacting
laments, in which rotating laments are represented by
identical point particles moving in rotation at constant speed
C0, and interact as follows,
Fig. 5 Collective structures emerging from filaments with and without in
image is averaged over the latest period of time T ¼ 10. Parameters a, k
respectively. Results with HI are shown in (a), while those without HI are

1016 | Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 1012–1017
dqi
dt

¼ C0

�
excosQi þ eysinQi

�
(6a)

dQi

dt
¼ ui þ b

X

sin
�
2
�
Qj �Qi

��þ xðtÞ; (6b)

where qi, Qi and ui are the position, orientation and intrinsic
angular velocity of particle i, respectively. ex and ey are unit
vectors in the x and y directions. x(t) is a Gaussian white noise
with zero mean and variance s2 to present possible uctuations
of the angular velocity. The sum in eqn (6b) is over all particles
within the interaction distance of particle i (which is naturally
chosen to be the lament length L as in ref. 2), and b is the
interaction strength. In the many-lament model, the dynamic
parameters of the single-lament model will take effect by
affecting ui which the lament rotates at in the many-lament
model. Without losing generality, all simulations are started
with random initial conditions and C0 is set to be unity. The
simulation area is 64L � 64L. Periodic boundary conditions are
used. As mentioned in ref. 2 and as observed in simulations,
collective vortexes only arise for relatively high densities. Thus,
we x M ¼ 320 and b ¼ 0.1 if not otherwise stated.

Collective behaviors in the parameter region where the intra-
lament HI is important for the appearance of single lament
rotation (for example, active force a/103 ¼ 6, lament rigidity
k/103 ¼ 1.3 and lament length L ¼ 18) are shown in Fig. 5.
When intra-lament HI takes effect, a particle rotates with ui �
0.2 (which results in a rotation curvature whose size is approx-
imately equal to the one of a single-lament rotation with the
given parameters), and s2 is taken to be 0.02 to estimate roughly
the variance. It can be observed that collective vortexes emerge
spontaneously and develop stably from interacting laments.
For the same parameters without HI (laments move along a
straight line, and ui ¼ 0), directed propagations of laments are
formed instead of vortexes. Comparison between Fig. 5(a) and
tra-filament HI interactions for a/103 ¼ 6, k/103 ¼ 1.5 and L ¼ 18. Each
and L represent the active force, filament rigidity and filament length,
shown in (b).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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(b) indicates that rotation of a single lament is essential for the
formation of collective vortexes. Thus, in a parameter region
where intra-lament HI is important for the rotation of a single
lament, it is also important for the emergence of vortexes.
Collective structures of laments with the same parameters
except that the active forces are much larger (a/103 ¼ 30) are
also studied. In this region, a single lament can rotate both
with and without intra-lament HI. Similar vortexes to those
shown in Fig. 5(a) are observed no matter HI is present or not,
indicating that intra-lament HI is not necessary for the
emergence of collective vortexes. In short, the nding that,
intra-lament HI is important for the rotation of lament with
small activation or large rigidity and not essential if activation is
large or rigidity is small, provides a possible explanation at the
single-lament level for the controversial points proposed in the
beginning of the paper. Bending and activation, combined with
local collisions, are sufficient for the collective vortexes forma-
tion in the parameter region where a single lament rotates,
while the intra-lament HI helps vortexes to format in some
parameter regions where a single lament does not rotate.

5 Conclusion

We have proposed a simple lament model involving both
shape kinematics and intra-lament HI, and demonstrated that
the instability and asymmetry of the shape kinematics can
result in transitions between different types of lament motion
(translation, snaking, and rotation). This study is motivated by
the argument about the effect of HI on the formation of
collective vortexes observed in experiments. As a rst step, our
ndings provide insights into this issue by a detailed investi-
gation of the motion of a single lament. A single lament can
rotate spontaneously via a series of transitions from other types
of motion no matter HI takes effect or not, and HI can enlarge
remarkably the parameter region for lament rotation. With
the same type of local collisions as in ref. 2, we show that if the
active force is large (consequently, the parameter region for
rotation is relatively large), intra-lament HI is not essential for
the emergence of collective vortexes, which corresponds to the
case studied in ref. 2. On the other hand, if the active force is
small, the parameter region for rotation can be signicantly
enlarged when HI is considered. In this latter case, vortexes
disappear if intra-lament HI effects are not taken into account,
indicating that HI is important for the formation of collective
vortexes. Thus, our work has made an important step toward
the understanding of complex collective behaviors regarding
active laments. It also needs to be emphasized here that all the
results we discussed mainly focus on dynamics with intra-la-
ment interactions. As we know, the emergence of collective
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
structures involves many other inter-lament interactions, e.g.,
experiments showed that inter-lament HI is important for
dynamics of lament clusters when they encounter with each
other.3 Thus, it is desirable to explore how inter-lament
interactions (such as HI between laments or clusters of la-
ments) affect the formation of collective structures. Extension
of the proposed lament model to include inter-lament HI
is straightforward, and we hope that our work can inspire
more theoretical studies on the collective behaviors of active
laments.
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